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QUESTION 1

An administrator needs to create a profile for a user, named User1 that is able to access the entire system except for
the PAYROLL library. 

What should the administrator do to achieve this? 

A. Create a group profile named ITADMIN.Create a user profile named User1 with *ALLOBJ authority and make it a
member of ITADMIN. Grant the ITADMIN group *EXCLUDE authority to the library PAYROLL. 

B. Create a group profile named ITADMIN.Create a user profile named User1 with *ALLOBJ authority and make it a
member of ITADMIN. Grant the user profile named User1 `EXCLUDE authority to the library PAYROLL. 

C. Create a group profile named ITADMIN with *ALLOBJ authority.Create a user profile named User1 with no special
authority and make it a member of ITADMIN. Grant the ITADMIN group *EXCLUDE authority to the library PAYROLL. 

D. Create a group profile named ITADMIN with *ALLOBJ authority.Create a user profile named User1 with no special
authority and make it a member of ITADMIN. Grant the user profile named User1 *EXCLUDE authority to the library
PAYROLL. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A system with IBM i 7.1 has at least one lPv6 address configured. When a user tries to ping a remote system by name,
the response takes a long time. Ping by IP address (for example 10.x.x.x) works without delay. 

Which action will fix this problem? 

A. Use the command CHGTCPDMN and set the parameter HOSTSCHPTY to *LOCAL. 

B. Use the command CHGTCPDMN and set the parameter HOSTSCHPTY to *REMOTE. 

C. Update the Host Table Entries and add a IPv4 for that remote system name. 

D. Change the ping command default as follows: CHGCMDDFT CMD(PING) NEWDFT(ADRVERFMT (*IP4)) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator has been asked to create user profiles for4 operators. 

In addition to adding each operator\\'s user profile to the GRPOPR group, which sequence of actions will enable the
operators to perform their functions, while maintaining the best possible system security? 

A. Create a user profile (GRPOPR) with a user class of *SYSOPR Create a profile for each operator with no special
authority 

B. Create a user profile (GRPOPR) with no special authority Create a profile for each operator with *SAVSYS special
authority 
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C. Create a user profile (GRPOPR) with *IOSYSCFG special authority Create a profile for each operator with no special
authority\\' 

D. Create a user profile (GRPOPR) with *SECADM special authority\\' and a user class of *SYSOPR Create a profile for
each operator with no special authority\\' 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator needs to restore a physical file DATALIB/SMALLFILE from a Save 21 backup of library DATALIB.
DATALIB has several hundred large database files plus other objects. The administrator has the job log and output from
the last full save of DATALIB. What should the administrator do to restore SMALLFILE in the shortest time? 

A. Run the RST command for object "/QSYS.LIB/DATALIB.LIB/SMALLFILE.FILE" 

B. Delete SMALLFILE, run RSTLIB specifying *NEW objects, and specify library DATALIB as the starting library. 

C. Run RSTLIB for library DATALIB specifying the position parameter for SMALLFILE in library DATALIB from the
output of the save. 

D. Run RSTOBJ for DATALIB/SMALLFILE specifying the position and sequence number for SMALLFILE in library
DATALIB from the output of the save. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which option will consume disk space at the slowest rate, while retaining the ability to use commitment control? 

A. STRJRNPF FILE(LIB1/FILE1) JRN(LIBRARY/JQURNAL) IMAGES(*BOTH) QMTJRNE(*NONE) LOGLVL(*ALL) 

B. STRJRNPF FILE(LIB1/FILE1) JRN(LIBRARY/JOURNAL) IMAGES(*BEFORE) OMTJRNE(*OPNCLO)
LOGLVL(*ALL) 

C. STRJRNPF FILE(LIB1/FILE1) JRN(LIBRAPY/JOURNAL) IMAGES(*BOTH) OMTJRNE(*OPNCLO) LOGLVL
(*ERRORS) 

D. STRJRNPF FILE(LIB1/FILE1) JRN(LIBRARY/JQURNAL) IMAGES(*AETER) OMTJRNE(*OPNCLO) LOGLVL
(*ERRORS) 

Correct Answer: C 
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